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Why is the rise of new industries in rural areas now? Apart from the
movement of Tesla and its CEO Elon Musk that I saw last time ,
influential VCs (venture capitalists) may be moving to rural areas in
search of new investment destinations. It is one of the factors.
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One of them is Thai Findley, who founded Iron Spring Ventures in
Austin, Texas, in January 2020. Although he was a Boeing engineer, he
changed his job to a VC of General Electric (GE) and entered the world
of investment, and met his current colleagues when he was
independently involved in angel investment in Chicago.
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Tyler Findley, Managing Partner at Ironspring
Ventures, a VC focused on digitizing existing
industries in Austin

I chose Austin over Silicon Valley because I sensed a change in
venture investment trends.
"The center of the new industry will shift from the existing IT and
Internet to the digitization of existing industries. The production bases
and headquarters of existing industries are concentrated in nearby
Dallas, San Antonio, and Houston. There are many tech companies in
Austin, which is located in the center of the city, and the conditions are
the best, "Findley said. According to US pitchbook data, Austin's venture
capital investment doubled from about $ 900 million in the JanuaryMarch period of 2009 to $ 1.5 billion in the April-June period.
However, Silicon Valley is exceptional. The investment amount for the
January-March period of 2009 exceeded 25 billion dollars, which is
about 28 times that of Austin. Can local cities be called "Next Silicon
Valley" while there are still clear disparities?
I found the answer in Mr. Findley's investment destination. Plus One
Robotics based in San Antonio. We provide a system for distribution
warehouses that allows robots to pick up packaging boxes using image
recognition technology. US FedEx is already a customer.
Eric Nieves, CEO of Plus One, who founded Plus One in 2016, is also a
"Nippon Express" who has been a US corporation of Yaskawa Electric
since graduating from university. When he retired from the US
corporation to start a business, he was a technical officer of the
company.
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Eric Nieves, CEO of Plus One Robotics, is from Yaskawa Electric. It is said
that the management philosophy learned at Yasukawa is also important to
the startups that have been launched.

According to Nieves, local VCs support local companies in the seed
stage, and Silicon Valley VCs are often the lead investors for companies
with a certain track record.
In the background is the expansion of Silicon Valley. Due to the new
corona economic policy promoted by the US federal government, the
situation of excess money continues in the United States, and listings
using SPAC (special purpose acquisition company) are also active. As
symbolized by that, a fledgling company that has no past record and
takes time and effort for due diligence cannot be seen. Local VCs are
picking it up.
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However, if you build a track record with the funds obtained from local
VCs, local startups can also get Silicon Valley money. "If you want to
increase your market capitalization, it makes a lot of sense to win
Silicon Valley money, which is a big investment," Nieves said. The
company also raised $ 33 million in Series B funding from VCs, including
Silicon Valley, in April 2009.
Read more 2 /2
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Why are new industries emerging in cities such as Texas now? Apart from the movement
of Tesla and its CEO Elon Musk, a leading VC (venture capitalist) has moved to a rural area
in search of a new investment destination ...

"City of Elon Musk" in Texas? I went to the new Tesla factory

What is happening to the destination of the “major movement” of business owners,
investors, and companies taking the opportunity of the Corona disaster? Let's take a look
at the scene in Texas, where Tesla CEO Elon Musk declared his move.
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